A NEW ERA IS DAWNING ...........

We are revolutionizing the way firearms are maintained

SPORTING PRODUCTS FOR THE 22nd CENTURY

*Sharp Shoot R* Precision Products
WIPE-OUT™ Brushless Bore Cleaner
In 1999 We Introduced a Revolutionary Way To Clean Firearms

PUT WIPE-OUT IN A GUN YOU THINK IS CLEAN!

- Contains: NO AMMONIA
- NO ACID
- Use Wipe-Out with all firearms including Black Powder
- Wipe-Out Completely Dissolves & Neutralizes: COPPER FOULING, CARBON, POWDER FOULING, CORROSIVES

WITHOUT BRUSHING

Product ID WOA-510
SAFE FOR: ALL BARREL STEEL both STAINLESS STEEL and CARBON STEEL
SAFE FOR: MOST MODERN STOCK FINISH
ODORLESS
USER FRIENDLY
PREVENTS RUST

EASY TO APPLY
FAST ACTING

Wipe-Out is the Choice of BENCH REST & Competitive Shooters Everywhere!

PATCH-OUT™ liquid brushless bore cleaner
The Newest and strongest version OF WIPE-OUT

Product ID WPO-810

Now available in a convenient flip top bottle
Maximum Strength
Works Faster
dissolves fouling in the shortest time.
Dissolves: copper - carbon - powder fouling
WITHOUT BRUSHING
Safe for all steel - stainless & carbon steel
Removes Moly
Just wet a patch & push it thru the barrel
any time you feel the need.
Contains powerful anti-corrosives
Restores and improves accuracy.

* We introduced Wipe-Out in 1999 and we revolutionized the way firearms are cleaned
“Tactical Advantage”

The Story Behind “Tactical Advantage”

I must admit that the idea for “Tactical Advantage” was not mine. We do business with a military contractor who will remain nameless for obvious reasons. They use our “Patch-Out” and “Wipe-Out” on their bolt action sniper rifles. The use “Patch-Out” in the field. Primarily because of airline restrictions not allowing aerosols to be transported in aircraft. “Wipe-Out” is used at the local ranges and posts.

Well, I got a call from their big Kahuna, asking if we could help with a serious problem they were having with their M-4’s and M-16’s. These guns after a protracted firefight were not operating in full-auto mode. They would only function in semi-auto mode. This put most of the teams at risk, since full-auto mode is used for supressing, or cover fire. He went on to tell me that it was taking 4 hours to get these guns, “military grade” clean. They were literally grinding out the inside of the bolt carrier with a drill and a 50 caliber brush.

The big Kahuna said “Can you make us a cleaner that will remove copper, carbon, and powder fouling from the bore, but can also clean up the bolt carrier and the gas system?”

We went to work and 6 months later w announced “Tactical Advantage”. It is used like a conventional bore cleaner straight out of the bottle. And it can be diluted with tap water to a 30% or a 40% solution and then sprayed or dripped on the bolt and gas system. Let it stand for 10 to 20 minutes and wipe dry. Oil the part if it is part of the bolt.

Needless to say the military contractor is delirious with the product. He went on to tell me this morning that “Tactical Advantage” is keeping rifles on the firing line that would have been scrapped in the past. As of today there have been no M-4’s or M-16’s in his group that have been trashed. Last year there were several hundred.

This is the only cleaner ever developed to address the problems associated with the Stoner AR platform.

This great new product that is the first product dedicated solely for the problems faced by the tactical shooter, using primarily the Stoner AR platform.

Wipe-Out “TACTICAL ADVANTAGE”™ which is to be used as a conventional non-aerosol for special use with firearms that are used in tactical applications.

“TACTICAL ADVANTAGE”™ is an answer to specific problems, where the shooter has need for a very carbon aggressive bore cleaner that will also remove copper fouling as well as powder fouling with a minimum of effort.

“TACTICAL ADVANTAGE”™ like other “Wipe-Out™ products is 100% brushless. “TACTICAL ADVANTAGE”™ has a dual use for cleaning tactical firearms.

1. “TACTICAL ADVANTAGE”™ is a brushless bore cleaner.
2. “TACTICAL ADVANTAGE”™ When mixed with water on a 50/50 ratio and sprayed on bolt carriers and bolts will dissolve carbon on contact.

This exciting new product is easier to use and is considerably less messy, and is totally odorless. It has no complicated method of application. You simply put it on a patch or a mop and swab it thru the barrel, or spray it on a part you wish to clean.. No Muss No Fuss !

“TACTICAL ADVANTAGE”™ has been designed to be a maximum strength product. In our testing we found that “TACTICAL ADVANTAGE”™ was capable of dissolving more fouling faster than any product currently on the market.

See our web page for detailed usage.

Most aluminums (AR-15/M-16 receivers and all aluminum pistol frames) are safe with “TACTICAL ADVANTAGE”™, but some will discolor to a dull grey. If you have any doubt try a test area where it will not be visible.

“TACTICAL ADVANTAGE”™ Contains 3 anti-corrosion ingredients. It will not gum, or form solids in either the action or the barrel.

“TACTICAL ADVANTAGE”™ is safe for all barrel steels, including chrome lined bores and both stainless and carbon steel.

“TACTICAL ADVANTAGE”™ is recommended for rifles, pistols, will also clean suppressors, flash-hiders, muzzle brakes, and silencers. The suggested retail price is $15.99 per 8 ounce bottle. It’s made in the United States and meets all governmental criteria.
Wipe-Out ACCELERATOR

This product is only to be used with “Wipe-Out™” or “Patch-Out” Brushless Bore Cleaners. ACCELERATOR™ will Double the amount of Carbon and Copper dissolved. It is an adjunct to either Wipe-Out or Patch-Out. There are a number of special situations where speed and extra cleaning is needed.

1. COMPETITIVE SHOOTERS have limited amounts of time between relays.
2. FIREARMS WHICH FOUL MORE HEAVILY.
3. BREAKING IN A BARREL.
4. WORKING UP RELOADS.
5. HIGH VOLUME SHOOTERS.

WIPE-OUT ACCELERATOR™ was developed to answer those problems and many more. ACCELERATOR™ is extremely easy to use. You wet a patch with ACCELERATOR™ and push it through the barrel. While WIPE-OUT ACCELERATOR™ is still wet in the bore you simply apply WIPE-OUT™. Then you patch out after 15 or 20 minutes. ACCELERATOR™ in combination with WIPE-OUT™ or PATCH-OUT™ will effectively dissolve twice as much fouling. Or in other words it will make them work twice as fast.

ACCELERATOR™ is not meant to be used by itself as a cleaner, but is a catalyst that enhances the action of WIPE-OUT™ and PATCH-OUT™. ACCELERATOR™ is as safe to use as WIPE-OUT™ and will not in any manner compromises the safe use of either product.

PAINLESS™ for Black Powder Firearms

We call this product “PAINLESS™” because of all the hassle that has been associated with the complicated and laborious task of cleaning black powder firearms. This great new product is the answer to this problem! ‘PAINLESS™’ BLACK POWDER BORE CLEANER™ is easy to apply it and let it set to dissolve the fouling from the barrel for at least 10 minutes. Black powder shooters know that a few shots will force you to clean due to the degradation of accuracy. In this situations a faster, and easier method of cleaning is necessary. ‘PAINLESS™’ BLACK POWDER BORE CLEANER™ answers those problems.

‘PAINLESS™’ BLACK POWDER BORE CLEANER™ is extremely easy to use. You apply to the muzzle depress the button on the can top and fill the barrel. While WIPE-OUT™ ‘PAINLESS™’ BLACK POWDER BORE CLEANER™ is still wet in the bore you simply patch out after 15 or 20 minutes. If your second patch comes out clean, your done!

‘PAINLESS™’ BLACK POWDER BORE CLEANER™ will effectively dissolve much more fouling than any other method. There is absolutely NO BRUSHING. The barrel is cleaned with only patches. NO more hot soapy water, NO more sloppy buckets. NO harsh chemicals.

‘PAINLESS™’ BLACK POWDER BORE CLEANER™ is safe to use for all metal finishes as well as both stainless steel and carbon steel.
Sharp Shoot R Precision Inc. announces a great new product for shotgunners. “WIPE-OUT ’NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™’” is the first product of its kind to address the issues involved in easily cleaning a shotgun barrel. We call this product “WIPE-OUT ‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™’” because of all the hassle that has been associated with the complicated and laborious task of cleaning these firearms.

Shotgun shooters now have a specific product made just for the problems associated with cleaning a shotgun barrel. Loss of accuracy (i.e. pattern density or blown patterns is the by product of plastic fouling from wads. This fouling is extremely difficult to remove because it is literally bonded to the barrel or choke. When these shotguns get fouled without cleaning after they have been used in a prolonged shooting session, can be nearly impossible to clean in a single session. The barrel and choke will become fouled with gun powder residue as a result of combustion, Additionally: other materials are deposited internally to the barrel, carbon, or plastic from wads. These are the most difficult to remove and are the greatest cause for the loss of accuracy in a shotgun.

“NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” will dissolve plastic fouling from shotshell wads in both the area ahead of the chamber and the choke or choke tubes.

NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” dissolves smokeless powder fouling, and black powder fouling, black powder substitutes and primer fouling and carbon. WITHOUT BRUSHING!

‘NO-SWEAT SHOTGUN BORE CLEANER ™” is available in a 14 ounce aerosol can. The suggested retail is $19.99 per can.

New a non-aerosol for the specific removal of carbon. This new product is an answer to a problem where the shooter has to use specific chemical solvents for the removal of stubborn carbon deposits. This exciting new product dissolves and removes carbon on contact.

“CARB-OUT ™” easier to use and is considerably less messy.

“CARB-OUT ™” has no complicated method of application. You simply put it on a patch or a mop and swab it thru the barrel.

No Muss No Fuss! Follow up with a clean dry patch.

CARB-OUT ™ leaves behind a protective coating that prevents future carbon adherence. This coating is less than 100th of a micron in thickness, and it will not affect first shot accuracy.

“CARB-OUT™” has been designed to be a maximum strength product for dissolving carbon without brushing. In testing we found that “CARB-OUT™” was capable of dissolving more carbon fouling than any product currently on the market.

Use “CARB-OUT™” as a barrel swab in between relays or shot strings to remove carbon and powder fouling. This method is a quick solution that will ensure a quick and thorough cleaning job.

Shooters need a product that will clean in the shortest time possible. The bulk of shooters need a product that will remove carbon effortlessly and will do a completely effective job. “CARB-OUT™” is that product.

New CARB-OUT™” will dissolve and remove carbon and without brushing. CARB-OUT™” is sold in an 8 ounce bottle and has a suggested retail of $13.99.
Maxx™ Military Small Arms Lubricant
MIL- SPEC PRF-32033
Maxximum Lubrication
Maxximum Corrosion Protection
Maxximum Moisture Protection
Maxximum Reduction of Friction
Maxx™ is a cutting edge product approved for use by all branches of the US Military. It contains a patented particulant contained in no other commercial lubricants. Maxx™ contains a patented particulant that is spherical in structure, and is less than 1/20 th of a micron in diameter. The minute size of this particulant greatly decreases friction and drag by reducing greatly the build up of heat. It puts an ultra thin layer of spherical particulant and a high heat tolerant lubricant between metal parts. The small diameter of this particulant allows Maxx™ to penetrate into the terrain of metal surfaces, which are less than 1/20 th of a micron deep. This particulant further carries with it a unique blend of synthetic non-petroleum low drag lubricant and high lubricity natural oils that sets up a boundary shield of lubrication. The characteristics of this natural/synthetic blend lubricant are quite unique, in that they have an operating range of +600° F down to -70° F. Being a synthetic base lubricant, Maxx™ is non-gumming, and non-shellacing over any length of time. It does not change in viscosity or color, over time. Maxx™ contains NO teflon or PTFE of any kind. Maxx™ has proven itself superior in all the testing done by all branches of the U.S. Military and has been adopted as the lubricant for all small arms both semi-automatic and fully automatic. Maxx™ has a neutral di-electric constant which allows the product to lubricate without attracting dirt and grit. Maxx™ is moisture-displacing and will force moisture out of any metal or electrical parts and provide both lubrication and corrosion protection. Maxx™ is sold in 8 ounce bottle and 16 ounce aerosol

SLICKER™

SLICKER is a unique spray-on lubricant that changes from a water-thin, penetrating fluid to become a tough, tack-free grease. This cured film is impervious to moisture, dust and dirt, and is stable at temperatures above 400 degrees Fahrenheit. SLICKER can be used for both interior and exterior of your pistols, rifles, shotguns, and black powder firearms. Internal application of SLICKER provides a light grease that won't blow away but will continue to lubricate and stay put. External application of SLICKER provides a tough coating of light grease that is neutral di-electric constant, making it repel the attraction of dust and grit. SLICKER also provides an excellent exterior protective long-term coating against rust and corrosion. There is really no other product to compare SLICKER with. SLICKER does not gum or attract grit and grime, nor does it burn out of the action on the first few firings. This makes SLICKER an excellent lube for semi auto’s and pump actions. Slicker stays put and will lubricate and protect longer than any lubricant available. The change in SLICKER from a light liquid to a light grease allows it to migrate into places that a conventional grease would never go. SLICKER is truly a unique product with no other equal.

SUGGESTED USES: Internal firearms- bolts, actions, slides, & bore coating External firearms -barrel, receiver, action, slide, & safety SLICKER is comes in a 14 ounce can and retails for $12.99
FLUSH-OUT™ Aerosol Cleaner De-Greaser

FLUSH-OUT™ was formulated with several criteria in mind.

1. USER SAFETY (skin contact, inhalation, eye contact.)

2. CLEANING & DEGREASING PROPERTIES

3. FLAMMABILITY .......FLUSH-OUT™ IS TOTALLY NON-FLAMMABLE.

4. CONTROLLED DRYING TIME
   FLUSH-OUT™ does not flash dry, but dries in about 2 minutes. FLUSH-OUT remains liquid longer and allows for more complete flushing action

FLUSH-OUT™ solves problems associated with most aerosol cleaner degreasers. The vast majority of aerosol cleaner degreasers on the market contain reclaimed solvents and are sold elsewhere as “carburator” cleaner or ”brake” cleaner.

FLUSH-OUT™ is made from 100% virgin petroleum products. Many other solvents contain tri“-chlorinated solvents which can be very dangerous for anyone using them. This and most of the chemicals in the related family are extremely dangerous. They are absorbed into the liver and kidneys through the skin upon immediate contact. Additionally they are very dangerous to inhale. We do not use any tri-chlorinated solvents.

NATURAL CITRUS FLUSH-OUT™

100% Petroleum Free Cleaner De-Greaser

NATURAL CITRUS FLUSH-OUT™ aerosol cleaner and de-greaser, is totally free of any petroleum products.

Petroleum based products are hazardous to use as they are invasive when the fumes are breathed or when they come in contact with the skin. There is a great need by shooters and gunsmiths for a product that is totally safe to use. NATURAL CITRUS FLUSH-OUT™ was developed over 5 years. This great new product is totally free of petroleum products.....it is safe for skin contact and produces no hazardous fumes. NATURAL CITRUS FLUSH-OUT™ leaves behind a protective non-corrosive film

NATURAL CITRUS FLUSH-OUT™ has a pleasant fragrance of citrus fruit.

The recommended use for NATURAL CITRUS FLUSH-OUT™ is as a cleaner and as a de-greaser for firearms or any items that need to be cleaned and de-greased. NATURAL CITRUS FLUSH-OUT™ dissolves grease, oils, and carbon deposits.

Recommended use: for both FLUSH-OUT™ and NATURAL CITRUS FLUSH-OUT™
CLEANING AND DEGREASING TO REMOVE DIRT, UNBURNED POWDER, CARBON RESIDUE, SMOKELESS POWDER RESIDUE, BLACK POWDER RESIDUE, GREASE, GRIT, SAND, PRIMER RESIDUE, OIL, and WAX.
Safe to use on: FIREARMS USING EITHER SMOKELESS OR BLACK POWDER AMMUNITION,
MUZZLE LOADERS, PISTOLS, REVOLVERS, RIFLES, SHOTGUNS. EXTERNAL CHOKES, MUZZLE BRAKES, SUPPRESSORS, TRIGGER ASSEMBLIES, ACTIONS, FIRING PINS, SPRINGS, SMALL PARTS, AND BARRELS. BOTH products are non-corrosive and leaves no residue.
Royal Case & Die Lube™

the slickest and easiest to use
and it smells good too!

AVAILABLE in
8 oz pump & aerosol spray or 4 oz & 2 oz jar

“Royal Case & Die Lube™” has been designed to provide maximum case lubrication without being gummy or tacky. In our testing we found that of all available products on the market “Royal Case & Die Lube™” was the easiest case lubricating product of over twenty that we tested.

I. Royal Case & Die Lube™ will protect all metal parts (both dies and cases) against corrosion & rust.
II. Royal Case & Die Lube™ is totally safe for to use, so safe it’s even edible.
III. Royal Case & Die Lube™ is non gumming.
IV. Royal Case & Die Lube™ wipe clean off cases leaving no tacky residue.
V. Royal Case & Die Lube™ available as an 8 ounce aerosol and 8 ounce pump spray
VI. Royal Case & Die Lube™ available in a 4 ounce jar and a 2 ounce jar
VII Royal Case & Die Lube™ cannot gum or leave behind solids that de-activate primers.
VIII Royal Case & Die Lube™ with its high degree of lubricity makes even the roughest job of case forming, an absolute dream.

Royal Case & Die Lube™ is “smooth as butter & sweet as honey”.

NO LEAD™

NO-LEAD™ Brushless Lead Remover™ will safely clean firearms, without brushing, of all lead deposits and lead scale.
1. “NO-LEAD™ Brushless Lead Remover™ is a clear red liquid that will dissolve lead and lead alloys without brushing.

2. “NO-LEAD™ Brushless Lead Remover™ is safe to use both for the firearm and the shooter. It will not cause corrosion.

3. “NO-LEAD™ Brushless Lead Remover™ has a unique action that causes it to turn a light grey as it dissolves lead. When the color does not change from the clear color: that means all the lead has been dissolved.

4. “NO-LEAD™ Brushless Lead Remover™ is easy to apply: simply coat the area which has lead fouling, with a patch or a mop and allow it to set. Then patch out the dissolved lead deposits. Apply an application of WIPE-OUT or PATCH-OUT to clean & remove carbon and powder fouling.

There are thousands of shooters who use nothing other than lead or lead alloy bullets. Whether you are a Cowboy Action Shooter, a Combat Shooter, a Black Powder Shooter, or you Reload and Cast your own bullets - You will love “NO-LEAD™ Brushless Lead Remover.”
BRASS MONKEY BRASS CLEANER

Sharp Shoot R Precision Products® announces new for 2014 “Brass Monkey™” a product specific for cleaning the brass cartridges for rifles and pistols. This new product is an answer to easy cleaning of brass cases. This exciting new product is faster and easier to use, and leaves no messy residue. “Brass Monkey™” even cleans most cases of that hateful primer pocket and flash hole residue. And, leaves no media behind to punch out later!

We are packaging this product 8 ounce jar. It is very easy to use and is extremely great value .... This one 8 ounce jar will produce more than 21 gallons of cleaning solution. “Brass Monkey™” will cost less than 80 cents per gallon of cleaner.

Most other brass cleaners are liquids. Expensive to ship, and are limited to just a couple of uses. Brass Monkey is a dry powder that you mix with very hot water. The ratio is one teaspoon of Brass Monkey to 1/2 gallon of water. The normal amount of brass you can clean with a half gallon of cleaner is around 350 pieces of 45 ACP. The value is evident when you compare this product with all others.

It's a fact that clean brass is easier to reload and is much less stressful on reloading dies. I would point out that it's more important to have clean brass than shiny, polished pretty brass. The products used to polish brass gets lodged inside of the cases and is blasted into the barrel steel and then scraped down the bore with each successive shot. Most polishing media either contains corn cobs, or nut hulls, which are a real pain to get out of flash holes and primer pockets.

You may use any of three proven methods to clean brass.
1. Vibratory cleaners
2. Drum tumblers
3. Plastic Pail method is incredibly simple. Heat the water, add “Brass Monkey™”. Pour over the pail containing the brass. Allow to soak for 20 to 30 minutes depending on how dirty the brass is. In most cases 20 minutes is more than enough. We strain the brass by pouring it through a plastic colander (spaghetti strainer). If you really want to dry the brass quickly. While it's still warm put it in a salad spinner. The centrifugal spin will leave the brass 99.9% dry.

I. “Brass Monkey™” will protect cases against corrosion.
II. “Brass Monkey™” Biodegradable, and is totally safe for to use.
III. “Brass Monkey™” is extremely fast acting.
IV. “Brass Monkey™” leaves cases clean and bright leaving no tacky residue.
V. “Brass Monkey™” available as an 8 ounce jar
VI. “Brass Monkey™” is less expensive to ship and goes 20 times farther.

The final product “Brass Monkey™” has undergone extreme testing by Competitive Shooters and and reloaders.

“Brass Monkey™” product ID - WBM-700, comes in an 8 ounce jar and retails for $16.95

dirty 223 range brass
clean 9mm brass
clean 223 brass
dirty 9 mm range brass

For further information please contact
Sharp Shoot R Precision Products®  P.O.Box 171, Paola, Kansas 66071.
Pho: 785-883-4444  Fax at 785-883-2525
e-mail: getinfo@sharpshooter.com  web = www.sharpshooter.com
BRASS MONKEY BRASS CASE POLISH

Sharp Shoot R Precision Products® announces new for 2018 “Brass Monkey Case Polish™” specific for polishing the brass cartridges for rifles and pistols. This new product is an answer to easy shiny, bright brass cases. This exciting new product is faster and easier to use, and leaves no messy residue. “Brass Monkey Case Polish™” even polishes cases of that hateful primer pocket flash hole residue. Non greasy, Biodegradable with No Harsh Chemicals!

“Brass Monkey Case Shine™” polishes to a mirror shine with much less effort.

We are packaging this product 8 ounce bottle. It is very easy to use and is extremely great value ....

This one 8 ounce bottle will produce more than 42 applications.

“Brass Monkey Case Shine™” will cost less than 36 cents per application.

Most other brass polishes are diluted liquids. Expensive to ship, and are limited to just a couple of uses.

Brass Monkey is very concentrated. The ratio is one teaspoon of Brass Monkey Case Shine to 1 lb of media.

The normal amount of brass you can polish is more than 43 batches. Value is evident compared this product to others.

Size: 8 ounce bottle contains 48 teaspoons

It’s a fact that clean polished brass is easier to reload and is much less stressful on reloading dies.

I would point out that it’s more important to have clean brass than shiny, polished pretty brass.

You may use any of two proven methods to polish brass.

1. Vibratory cleaners
2. Drum tumblers

I. “Brass Monkey Case Shine™” will protect cases against corrosion.
II. “Brass Monkey Case Shine™” is biodegradable, and is totally safe for to use.
III. “Brass Monkey Case Shine™” is extremely fast acting.
IV. “Brass Monkey Case Shine™” leaves cases clean and bright leaving no tacky residue & no water spots.
V. “Brass Monkey Case Shine™” available as an 8 ounce bottle
VI. “Brass Monkey™” is less expensive to ship and goes much farther

The final product “Brass Monkey Case Polish™” has undergone extreme testing by Competitive Shooters and and reloaders.

“Brass Monkey™” product ID - WBP-257, comes in an 8 ounce jar and retails for $14.95

For further information please contact
Sharp Shoot R Precision Products®
P.O. Box 171, Paola, Kansas 66071.
Ph: 785-883-4444 Fax at 785-883-2525
e-mail: getinfo@sharppuotr.com web = www.sharppuotr.com
“LIGHTNING RODS” Coated Bore Cleaning Rods™ which carry a LIFETIME WARRANTY.

We are determined to make the best cleaning rod that money can buy. We knew that there were many great features that we could add to make a cleaning rod that would outlast anything currently available.

“LIGHTNING RODS”™ have these great features:

1. “LIGHTNING RODS”™ are color coded. The 17 caliber (.177-204) cleaning rod has a RED coating. The 22 caliber (.223-257) cleaning rod has a BLUE coating. The 30 caliber (.264 -and up) has a yellow coating. You can tell at a quick glance which rod you have.

2. “LIGHTNING RODS”™ are made of spring steel—they will not kink or break.

3. “LIGHTNING RODS”™ have ball bearing handles with bearings in both the front and rear of the handle.

4. “LIGHTNING RODS”™ have a special coating that is concentric on the spring steel rod. The coating does not have “THIN SPOTS. The coating is impervious to chemicals and solvents.

5. “LIGHTNING RODS”™ have handles made of an aerospace polymer. The handles are also impervious to harsh chemicals and solvents.

6. “LIGHTNING RODS”™ have the following thread configuration: 17 caliber rod = 5/40 male thread and include a female conversion ferrule. 22 caliber rod = 8/32 male thread and include a female conversion ferrule. 30 caliber rod = 8/32 thread and include a female conversion ferrule.

7. “LIGHTNING RODS”™ have a no fault LIFETIME WARRANTY. The warranty covers the ROD, the COATING, the THREADS, the HANDLE, and the BEARINGS.

8. “LIGHTNING RODS”™ also have a full line of Jags, Brushes, Mops and Patches to complement this great Cleaning Rod Program.

“LIGHTNING RODS”™ are all available in the following lengths: 12 inch, 17 inch, 24 inch, 30 inch, 36 inch, 44 inch sizes.

Sharp Shoot R Precision Products®
P.O. Box 171, Paola, Kansas 66071.
Pho: 785-883-4444
Fax at 785-883-2525
E-Mail: getinfo@sharpshootr.com
www.sharpshootr.com

made in usa

Copyright Sharp Shoot R Precision Inc. all rights reserved.
YOU’RE INVITED TO JOIN US IN AN EXCITING NEW PROJECT WHEREIN YOU CAN SHARE YOUR PERSONAL DATA WITH SHOOTERS ACROSS THE WEB

“GROUP THERAPY” TM © Mission Statement

It is my pleasure to announce a great new feature we are adding to our website. The page is called “GROUP THERAPY” ©. This page is a way of sharing data with other shooters worldwide. The idea is that there is a wealth of information out there that needs to be shared. Candid information, that is free of any cost or obligation. Simply put we will post the data that you send us along with the group you fired with a particular firearm. Varmint hunters, Big Game hunters, Target shooters, Reloaders...everyone is welcome. Groups and data will be categorized by cartridge & caliber. The web site will include a page for rifles and a page for pistols. The form also provides additional information for the scope, the brass, the bullet, powder, etc. We want as much information as you can provide, so that your contemporaries may benefit from your experience. But any information you provide is strictly voluntary.

Send us your best group and data along with a picture of the group you shot. We don’t care if the group is a 3, or 4 or 5 shot group. If it’s the best that firearm will do with that load and bullet we want to share it with other shooters worldwide. Your data and fired group will be posted on the web. Think of it as a “face book” for shooters. We will be able to share information on equipment, bullets, scopes, firearms etc, with shooters anywhere on the globe.

Also we want a page of business’s that are friendly to the shooting sports, and a page for those who we want to avoid. We need to make others in our sport aware of those business’s that are for us and those who are not.

We are not recommending any of the loading data ...so proceed with utmost caution. Be sure that any data you supply is accurate factual information. The responsibility is yours! We are not recommending use of any of the data for any of the components. The information is simply for your reference and evaluation. Always check out data with several sources of factory reloading information.

Simply fill out the forms and submit them to us with a copy of the fired group. We will post them on our website. Please remember any information you provide is strictly voluntary.

We believe that this website page can provide a wealth of positive information regarding the use and performance of the equipment used in our respective sport. (see enclosed sample)

Annual given for the best small group for each category.

www.shootersgrouptherapy.com
www.grouptherapyforshooters.com

PLEASE NOTE:

Sharp Shoot R Co. Inc., neither assumes nor authorizes any person to assume for it any liability in connection with the use of any data.
Users agree to assume all risk, which include the following: 1. responsibility and liability whatsoever for any and all injuries (including death), 2. losses or damages to persons or property (including consequential damages), arising from the use of any data, whether or not occasioned by publishers negligence or based on strict liability or principles of indemnity or contribution.

Copyright & Trademark sole property of Sharp Shoot R Inc. ™ © All Rights Reserved